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 ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
 Water Permits Section

NOI Supplement for Type 3.05 General Aquifer Protection Permit 
for Disposal Wetlands [A.A.C. R18-9-D305]

This General Permit allows for discharges of reclaimed water into constructed or natural wetlands.  This General Permit is for
disposal and does not apply if the purpose of the wetlands is to provide wastewater treatment. If the proposed discharge, design,
or operation of the disposal wetlands does not conform to this rule, the owner must obtain an individual APP.

Note: Please ensure that the narrative, design drawings, and any supplemental information provided is comprehensive and
adequate to demonstrate conformance with A.A.C. R18-9-D305.
 

1. Please attach a narrative description of the facility to be addressed under this General Permit.  Describe wetland
operations, the size and nature of the wetland, date and methods of construction if applicable, and identify all discharges to
be directed to the wetland.   Please place a check in the following boxes indicating that you have provided all of the
following details in the narrative.

î  Demonstration that at least 100' separation exists between the wetland and any water supply well

î  Discussion of proper signage at the facility, and routine wetland inspection and maintenance activities to be
performed

î  Documentation that reclaimed water to be directed to the wetland is a Class A+ water and meets all Aquifer Water
Quality Standards, with the exception of coliform  

î  Confirmation that the wetland is located consistent with local zoning/land use requirements
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2. Have you attached a Best Management Practices Plan that includes:

A site plan showing the wetland footprint, point of inflow, storm water drainage and placement of vegetation   î yes   
Management of flows into and through the wetland to minimize erosion and damage to vegetation  î yes   
Management of visitation and use of the wetlands by the public   î yes   
A management plan for vector control   î yes   

 A plan or criteria for enhancing or supplementing of wetland vegetation   î yes   
Management of shallow groundwater conditions on existing on-site wastewater treatment facilities   î yes   

3. Please complete the following for the wetland to be addressed under this permit (Use additional pages if necessary.):

Identify each wastewater stream to be directed to the wetland, and include its
characterization, rate and volume of discharge  (Including past discharges, if
applicable)

Name and Individual APP Permit # of the
facility(s) providing reclaimed water
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